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A B S T R A C T

This paper looks at the various patterns of port cooperation in connection with the governance structure of ports.
Literature review shows that recent port studies have mainly focused its attention on the port competition and
the necessary port governance to win it. However, we also find some other elements of port effectiveness in the
recent literature in terms of cooperation/coordination/integration, port cluster concept and harmonization. The
authors question the paradigm of profit-making ports in connection with their corporatization, which may have
lead port managers to fall into construction wars with unnecessary investment. Instead of competing with each
other, can ports cooperate? If so, how can they? In order to answer these questions, the authors first suggest the
typology of port cooperation and next examine it through the case of Japan. It is meant that the description of
multi-faceted port governance cases of Japan will discover some tips for more effective port management with
cooperative methods. The specific case of the Suruga Bay Port shows one of the rare cases of multi-port man-
agement, and displays an intriguing style of cooperation, coordination and integration. The strategy first define a
clear concept of role-sharing among the three ports, and, next, draws up a general action plan, which is divided
into commercial and construction programs. The final stage is set on the regional spatial planning, which covers
all transportation infrastructure, industries and tourism. This case introduces a generalization of the port co-
operation issue in conclusion.

1. Literature review and problem setting

Port studies have focused mainly on port governance and compe-
tition. Notteboom and Yap (2012, chap. 27) suggest that port compe-
tition is not a well-defined concept as it depends on the type of port and
the commodity handled. Port competition involves variety of compe-
titions between shipping lines, terminals, logistics companies, land
transporters, industries and the like. In this scope, port authority and
port policy makers play a role of representatives and defenders of the
port sector at a higher level, being engaged in offering infrastructure.

Tally (2012, chap. 24) focuses on the effectiveness of ports in the
context of competition. Port effectiveness concerns how well the port
provides services to its users. He argues that, in order to be effective, a
port must be technically and cost-efficient. This implies that a port is
treated as a profit-making entity and supposed to win the competition.
Governance of the port is necessary to achieve this goal.

Another approach to the concept of a port is suggested by de Langen
and Haezendonck (2012, chap. 31). They regard a port as a cluster of
economic activity to address the important issue of cooperation and
changing governance structures of ports located in geographical
proximity. In the concept, the port authority is well positioned to make

investments with collective benefits. This implies that cooperation of
various stakeholders concerning the port cluster, beyond the scope of
the port areas, is essential for the effectiveness of the port.

Recent advances in this field were made in the review by Brooks,
Cullinane and Pallis (2017). It highlights the evolution of port gov-
ernance focusing on the devolution of responsibility, deregulation and
privatization. They analyze that, in the 1990s, the first wave of port
reform was symbolized by the devolution of port control and the pri-
vatization of governing bodies, and from 2000 onward, port reform has
shown some diversification; i.e. developments of contradictory policies
being applied to different countries. Various types of port governance
models lack sustainability and there is no evidence of “best practice”.
They argue that EU's mantra, “harmonization”, has been hampered by
disagreements among nation states and stakeholders. The jurisdiction
of port governance does not show consistency among countries and
thus investment plans vary from a government to another. Link be-
tween a port and its hinterland is often weak and lacks uniformity in the
relevant supply chains. The review concludes that, while the diversifi-
cation of port governance remains to be the central policy and its op-
eration being privatized, causality between port reform and port per-
formance should more clearly be established by model building for
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generalization.
The function of ports has expanded from the traditional role of

landlord to that of a hub for a wider range of logistical networks.
Notteboom, Pallis, de Langen and Papachristou (2013) suggest that
future researches should examine the flexibility of port planning, port
investment as a business model and efficient land use. Chen and Everett
(2014) compare port reforms in Taiwan and Australia. They detect in-
creased control by the central government in Taiwan and a growing
trend towards full privatization in Australia. Zhang, Lam and Huang
(2014) see the Port of Hong Kong as facing fierce competition from the
neighboring main land ports and suggest that it should develop its
agility and value-added functions in supply chains. Cariou, Ferrari and
Parola (2014) examine the port governance structure in Marseille,
where port management and operation have been separated, and the
latter is privatized. They point out the lack of social responsibility and
the single-minded economic focus of this strategy as shortcomings of
the reform.

Shinohara (2017) analyses Japanese port policy and identifies its
public investment strategy of ‘selection and concentration’ in two
centrally located groups of ports as impairing the level playing field for
the country's container ports, which number 136 as of 2015. The In-
ternational Strategic Ports Policy of 2010 aims at regaining hegemony
in the trunk line trades as a hub of the East Asia. However, he argues
that, as compared with the geographical characteristics of Busan Port,
Japanese ports, which do not share any hinterlands with those in the
neighboring countries, need not to conceptualize their position in the
international port competitions.

This study builds upon the above-mentioned existing literature. A
port has been treated as a combined entity of the port manager and its
clustered stakeholders, which has been deemed to aim at profit-making.
Port governance has thus been discussed in terms of higher competence
to win the competitions. During the last two decades of research de-
velopment, such competition paradigm has prevailed and less attention
has been paid on the port's original role as an infrastructure provider
and controller for safe navigation for the public good; inter alia, as an
industry supporter. Notably, the focus of port studies is shifting from
the governance structure to win competitions to a wider scope of
function of a port in supply chains.

Why are ports regarded as competing with each other? A port as
part of infrastructure does not gain much monetarily from the victory;
i.e. increased throughput or ship callings. Service providers at the port
do gain from it, but many service providers in the port have their op-
eration in the competing port as well. Therefore, the concept of port
competition turns out to be vague and elusive and tend to be confused
with the competitions between service providers. If port governance is
discussed on the assumption of port competition, the objective of the
governance should also coincide with the paradigm. Corporatization of
port authority as a trend may have lead our research focus to fall un-
expectedly deep into the competition paradigm and we have seen many
unnecessary rivalries of container port constructions in proximity.

Brooks and Pallis (2012, chap. 25) state that there continues to be
little consensus on what governance models are most appropriate. The
allocation of responsibilities for “public goods” and what ports should
provide to all those who seek their services remain unclear.

If ports do not compete with each other, how should they strategize?
Can ports instead cooperate with each other? Service providers of ste-
vedoring, warehousing, trucking, tugging etc. are certainly cooperating
with peers or competitors operating at another port from time to time,
as well as competing with each other. Can port managers do the same?

This paper tries to contribute to enriching this discussion. It will be
devoted to conceptual examination. The case of the port policy of Japan
is adapted to observe governing structure and coordination for logis-
tical efficiency. The authors are confident that the description of a
Japanese case is worthwhile investigating in the sense that it displays
preciseness of planning, uniqueness of its development from the his-
torical view point and rareness of information in other than the

Japanese language.
In Section 2, a conceptual discussion is explicated on the typology of

port cooperation. In Section 3, we give an overview of the current si-
tuation of the Japanese port policy as a case, especially their govern-
ance structures. In Section 4, the geographical configuration of Japa-
nese ports and their respective roles are explained. In Section 5, we
investigate the Ports of Suruga Bay Concept, which is an initiative taken
by Shizuoka prefectural government to manage multiple ports under a
single broad-based administrative structure. Here, a detailed explana-
tion is given on the concrete process of actions and the strategy. We
investigate the rationale of the geographic range of port management,
public or private control and inter-administrative coordination for
spatial planning. In Section 6, the general applicability of this approach
to other areas is also examined. Final discussion focuses on competition
vs. cooperation of ports in general. Section 7 gives a concluding remark.

2. Typology of port cooperation

The origin of a port was just a geographical position at which ships
call to load and unload cargo or passengers. The location was desig-
nated by the ruler of the area so that he could control the inbound and
outbound movement of goods and people and levy taxes on them. The
construction of jetties, wharves, sheds, warehouses etc. enabled the port
to function as increasingly important infrastructure and contribute to
the development of economy of the area. Within this purview, co-
operation between ports did not happen because the port simply
worked as a geographical location on either side of sea transportation.

However, recent development of port management theories ad-
dresses a port as the center of economic cluster and assumes the port to
be connected to inland transportation, industries and tourism. It implies
that the port manager is expected to function as a generator of value by
creating synergies out of the innovative connectivity. The work may
take the form of cooperation, coordination and integration (Notteboom
& Yap, 2012, chap. 27).

Cooperation is detected typically in the case of a hub and spokes.
Trunk lines need large ships to maximize the effect of economies of
scale by carrying large volume of cargo between hub ports, and trans-
ship some cargo there for feeder services to/from peripheral ports. The
port manager can facilitate this connection in the course of port mar-
keting, though the decision to set up the route is completely up to
shipping lines. (See Panayides & Song, 2012, chap. 29.)

Cooperation between port service providers takes place much more
frequently. For example, co-working relationships are seen in numerous
occasions such as between warehousers and truckers, forwarders and
customs brokers, pilots and tug operators, port radio operator and
harbor master etc. Those cooperative working styles have been devel-
oped through the natural economic transactions in the history. In this
field the port manager has comparatively less influence on the co-
operation.

On coordination a port manager must focus its effort more. For
example, construction of roads, bridges, tunnels, railways must be
connected to the development of the port. Industries must be attracted
to locate in the port area. For that purpose, attractive tax system, labor
supply, utility supply, housing, school education and the like must be
combined in the packaged offer. The port manager plays the role of a
strong coordinator for these deals.

A port manager can also coordinate to develop mutual assistance
processes with other ports that share the similar hinterland as a con-
tingency plan. This is effective for the cases of natural disasters.

However, in the case that the port manager is a public organization,
there is a bottleneck of adherence to a narrow work domain by the staff,
which makes it difficult to coordinate cooperation across organizations.
It is particularly the case if rigid bureaucracy is the organizational
culture and there is less flexibility in the job functions in the port
manager organization.

Integration takes place more often in the private sector in the form
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of mergers and acquisitions. The method is effective for gaining larger
shares in the market, entering into a new market, developing a new
business model and streamlining the portfolio of own business. For port
management, integration faces much higher hurdles due to various
factors. A merger of port managers faces resistance from politics, bu-
reaucracy, service providers and labor union. There is a tendency that
so long as people are satisfied with the current situation, proposed
changes tend to face strong objections. Port reform by integration of
management is often liable to lack clear pictures of improved effec-
tiveness of the port for the stakeholders. However, we should re-
consider current jurisdiction of port management and see if a better
reginal planning can be fostered by either merging several ports into
one port or merging port managers into one to manage several ports.

From the next section onward, we are observing the situation of
Japanese port management to examine how port cooperation, co-
ordination and integration are put into practice.

3. Port cooperation/coordination/integration: case of Japan

Port governance in Japan is based on the Ports and Harbors Act,
which was drafted in 1950 by the order of the General Headquarters of
the Allied Forces (GHQ). The act was designed to minimize central
control over port management. Reflecting this minimalistic approach to
centralized regulation, port management was thus largely entrusted to
local governments. This means that the great majority of Japanese ports
have been managed by separate, geographically constrained regulatory
authorities (Kuroda, 2014). This is also the case with larger ports.
Table 1 presents a list of major Japanese ports and their managers. It is
obvious that port management is minutely dispersed to the local gov-
ernments, except that Nagoya and Yokkaichi are managed by in-
dependent port authorities because the port areas geographically
overlap several city areas.

Current port policy of Japan rests on the conceptual foundation of
‘Selection and Concentration’, as set out by the Transport Policy Council
(Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism) on 29
January 2002. The 2011 amendment of the Ports and Harbors Act was
aimed at bolstering the competitiveness of Japanese ports compared
with the ports in neighboring countries by concentrating government
investment on the selected ports. The designated ports were Keihin,
comprising Tokyo, Kawasaki and Yokohama, and Hanshin, comprising
Osaka, Kobe and Amagasaki-Nishinomiya-Ashiya. According to the
scheme, the operation of those combined ports is carried out by each
newly established private company. However, due to a political reason,
Tokyo Port has not joined in the Yokohama-Kawasaki International Port
Corporation, which was initially meant to form Keihin International

Port Corporation, and Sakai-Senboku has not in Hanshin International
Port Corporation.

Contrarily to the port operation, the port planning function of each
port is still in the hand of the port authority that belongs to the local
government (see Table 1).

Majority of European continental ports also have their own port
manager, except for the case of UK's private port management com-
panies, which manage several ports. The Port Authority of New York/
New Jersey even manages the airports and trade centers in addition to
the two ports. These examples of port integration lack coherence as to
whether port should be managed geographically broadly or narrowly.
One may argue that because a port is a piece of infrastructure in-
trinsically being linked to the local economy, port management should
be entrusted to local authorities. Another may argue that because lo-
gistical networks extend over broad regions that transcend adminis-
trative boundaries, ports should be managed in a broader scale.

A considerable amount of research has been devoted to port gov-
ernance and competition in Japan. In particular, Shinohara (2007,
2011) points out the discomfort of logics in applying the highly ac-
claimed EU approach of inter-port competition to Japan as an archi-
pelagic state. Kagawa (2004) advocates a shift away from the central
government-orchestrated port policies to those led by the existing port
managers together with local communities. Lee (2006), in discussing
container terminal operations, argues that the privatization of port fa-
cilities should proceed with an element of public control in view of the
nature of the infrastructure. Kato (2006) argues that a port is essentially
a public asset and claims that only public control can handle ports well.
Shinohara (2013) suggests that the compartmentalization of adminis-
tration is a bottleneck to improve logistical functions of ports in the
region. He argues that an integrated system of regional management
that covers the planning of industrial locations, dwellings and holistic
transport networks is essential for the public good.

Apparently, Japanese central government does not have intention to
change the structure of port management and planning by the local
authorities, thus not to privatize it, but the operation of ports is being
entrusted to privately managed corporations. We detected a strong
appeal of local authorities to maintain control of the respective ports in
their hand. This is a sign that port managers keep close relationship
with the port stakeholders locally. At the same time, however, this
management structure has fell into the situation that ports in proximity
are showing fierce competitions and unnecessary excess investment.

Here, we hypothesize that broader management of several neigh-
boring ports will be effective because each port is comparatively small
in size and competes locally for cargo and investment. In addition, this
approach would help tackle administrative compartmentalization.
Multiport management would compel port managers to take a wider
view of the regional economy and draw up holistic plans for balancing
the use of ports by the local community, industry, and as part of the
infrastructure network, ensuring appropriate public investment. Close
contact with stakeholder firms and the local community would help
establish a broad consensus among the people who use the port.
Through this process, the integrated port manager will be able to co-
ordinate ports in proximity to achieve reasonable segregation of roles;
inter alia, container, bulk, liquid, ferry, RORO and cruising. This will
enable the group of ports to function in conformity with the needs of
the local stakeholders. In other words, the effectiveness of the port
(Tally, 2012, chap. 24) depends upon the possibility to succeed with the
broad spatial planning for the region. The idea will be tested with the
case of the Ports of Shizuoka in detail in Section 5.

4. Configuration of ports in Japan and cross-border port
cooperation

In view of Japan's geographical characteristics, a logistical solution
will be to have several hub ports with feeder services connecting to
peripheral ports. Historically, four major groups of ports; i.e. in the

Table 1
Major Japanese ports and their managers.

Port Manager (authority)

Tokyo Bay (Keihin) Tokyo Tokyo Metropolitan
Government

Yokohama City of Yokohama
Kawasaki City of Kawasaki
Chiba Chiba Prefecture

Ise Bay Nagoya Nagoya Port Authority
Yokkaichi Yokkaichi Port Authority
Mikawa Aichi Prefecture
Kinuura Aichi Prefecture
Tsu-Matsuzaka Mie Prefecture

Osaka Bay (Hanshin) Osaka City of Osaka
Kobe City of Kobe
Sakai-Senboku Osaka Prefectural

Government
Amagasaki-Nishinomiya-
Ashiya

Hyogo Prefecture

Northern Kyushu Kitakyushu City of Kitakyushu
Hakata City of Fukuoka
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Tokyo Bay, the Ise Bay, the Osaka Bay and the Northern Kyushu; have
been playing the role of domestic hubs. This was justified by the central
government's policy of industrial positioning on the Pacific coast of the
country in the 1960s (see Fig. 1).

For the trunk lines, the government's policy objective is to connect
all the peripheral ports to either Keihin (Tokyo Bay) or Hanshin ports
(Osaka Bay) by the International Strategic Ports Policy of 2010.
However, it is obviously irrational to collect all the cargo to be trans-
shipped at the two ports. Especially, cargoes to and from Hokkaido and
the Japan Sea coasts are geographically isolated from the two hub
ports, which would cause uneconomical feeder transports as spokes if
the policy sticks to the domestic transshipment.

Fig. 2 illustrates a contemplated geographical coverage of the two
hub ports and the forgotten regions of the Japan Sea coast from Hok-
kaido to Northern Kyushu, which is indicated by an arrow.

Consequently, those peripheral ports' choice was to connect them
with Busan. The reasons why Busan Port is chosen as a hub for the
Japanese ports are listed as follows. First, Busan Port is located directly
in the path between Los Angeles and Shanghai, which is the main route
of North American trade. Second, there is not any hub port on the Japan
Sea coast in Japan, and those rural ports are located too far to connect
to the hub ports of Kobe or Tokyo, which are on the Pacific side. Third,
economies of scale is achieved by Busan Port by combining the cargo
from/to the Northeast China, which enables concentration of trunk
lines. Forth, there is a strong financial support from the central and
local governments of Korea. Fifth, energetic campaign is undertaken by
Busan port manager to invite foreign shippers to set up a logistic center
in its hinterland.

Many shippers found it reasonable from the logistical perspective to
make full use of this cooperative linkage, and began to shift their stock
from Japan to the hinterland of Busan. However, this type of cross-
border cooperation of hubs and spokes for the trunk lines was un-
palatable to the port policy makers of the central governments of China

and Japan. Chinese government relaxed its cabotage restriction to allow
ships owned by non-Chinese owners to carry domestic cargo between
Qintao and Shanghai on an exemption in order to increase transship-
ment at Shanghai. The Port and Harbor Bureau of Japan issued an
administrative directive to the local port managers to abort subsidies on
the newly opened Busan feeder services so that the local cargo may be
transshipped at one of the Japanese Strategic Ports. Another measure
taken by the government is to give subsidies on the new feeder services
for the cargo to/from the peripheral ports in the Seto Inland Sea to
transship it at Kobe. Such overt actions of the central governments are
the example of difference in port management objectives and ham-
pering cross-border cooperation of ports in Northeast Asia (Shinohara,
2017).

The aforementioned phenomena indicate to us that cross-border
port cooperation is hard to undertake due to the political reason rather
than economical. On the other hand, domestic cooperation of ports is
rather easy to facilitate either in spontaneous actions or in the central
government policy.

The characteristics of Japan that the land spreads longitudinally
into four large islands and thousands of small islands necessitated its
maritime logistics to be developed in a unique way. It may be sum-
marized as follows. First, it is geographically difficult to concentrate
cargo movements to one or two hub ports. Second, over concentration
of economy and population into the Tokyo metropolitan area is be-
coming unendurable from the aspect of logistics, in terms of land costs
and congested road transportations. Third, therefore, economic dis-
parity between the Tokyo area and rural areas is hard to be corrected.

The current policy of the central government of Japan is shifting its
stress to solve this disparity by subsidizing rural development projects.
Saving the core International Strategic Port policy as it is, the govern-
ment is promoting the links between the Strategic Ports and the per-
ipheral ports by increased feeder services. The areas of Hokkaido and
the Northeast (Tohoku) are to be connected to Keihin Ports. Seto Inland

Fig. 1. Major ports of Japan.
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Sea areas are to be connected to Kobe/Osaka Ports. Second–tier major
ports of Nagoya/Yokkaichi and Hakata/Kitakyushu are connected with
their neighboring peripheral ports respectively. This hub and spokes
policy has some potentiality with the view to the fact that excessive
reliance on the road transportation is becoming vulnerable due to the
growing shortage of long-distance truck drivers and concern over the
environmental stress by the air pollution.

In the next section, we will investigate the case of Shizuoka in terms
of governance structure and its strategy of coordinated port manage-
ment.

5. Case of ports in Shizuoka Prefecture

5.1. Industry and logistics

Shizuoka Prefecture is located in between the two metropolises of
Tokyo and Nagoya on the Pacific side of the main Japanese island
(Fig. 3).

Of the 47 Japanese prefectures, Shizuoka ranks 10th in terms of
total production value and 4th in terms of production per capita.

Fig. 4 illustrates the general distribution of industries and major
transportation routes in Shizuoka. The prefecture is notable for the
variety of industrial production. Paper, chemicals (i.e. pharmaceuticals)
and machinery (i.e. transportation equipment) predominate in the
eastern region of the prefecture; electrical machinery, furniture and
food products (i.e. processed seafood) in the central region; and
transportation equipment (i.e. automobiles, motorcycles etc.) and mu-
sical instruments in the western region. In 2014, Shizuoka ranked 4th in
the value of manufacturing shipments, attesting to its strength in that
sector.

These manufacturing bases are supported by an extensive trans-
portation network. Running along the coast are the Tomei Expressway,
New-Tomei Expressway and National Highway Route 1. Running north-

south are Japan National Routes 52 and 139, to be supplemented by the
Chubu Traverse Expressway and San-En Nanshin Expressway upon
their completion. Running parallel to Japan National Highway Route 1
is the JR Tokaido Main Line railway, which links Tokyo to Kobe.

Shizuoka is also notable for its long coastline. Over the 506 km from
the eastern foot of the Izu Peninsula to the western edge of the
Enshunada Sea, there are 15 ports of various sizes, of which the largest
three are Shimizu, Tagonoura and Omaezaki—playing an important
role internationally in supporting the hinterland industries.

All these international ports along the Suruga Bay are managed by
the Shizuoka prefectural government. In view of the fact that most ports
in other prefectures are individually managed by the local port au-
thority, Shizuoka is unique in Japan in that a single authority manages
multiple ports.

Next, we examine the cargo breakdown for each of the three major
Shizuoka ports in order to test the possible segregation of roles among
the three ports. Fig. 5 shows the breakdown for container freight and
bulk freight.

The container freight at Shimizu Port primarily comprises metal and
machinery products, most notably automotive parts and industrial
machinery. Omaezaki Port handles finished cars, automotive parts and
motorcycles, though the volume is smaller. The preponderance of these
products and their raw materials and components at both ports attests
to the strong manufacturing base of the prefecture. Tagonoura Port
used to the hub for woodchip import by the paper mills located in the
hinterland. However, due to the relocation of the industry, the inbound
of woodchips was lost and, instead, coal import for power generation
started.

LNG and petrochemicals account for a high proportion at Shimizu,
where the gas is stored for redelivery on an inland supply network.

Fig. 2. Coverage of two hub ports and its connecting difficulty.
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Fig. 3. Location of Shizuoka Prefecture.
Source: Shizuoka Prefecture.

Fig. 4. Shizuoka Prefecture: Industrial distribution and major transportation routes.
Source: Shizuoka Prefecture.
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5.2. The ‘Suruga Bay Port’ Concept

Although Shizuoka is a manufacturing-driven prefecture, the utili-
zation of the three major ports has been insufficient. Competition
among the Pacific ports in Japan continues to intensify amid the trend
of increasing ship size. Geographically, Shizuoka is sandwiched be-
tween Tokyo/Yokohama to the east and Nagoya to the west. At present,
approximately 40% of international container traffic originating or
terminating in the prefecture is transported through the two groups of
ports. This can mostly be attributed to the comparatively small geo-
graphical size of the prefectural three ports and the lack of large con-
sumer market like Tokyo, Nagoya and Osaka.

On the basis of the recognition of the above, the Shizuoka
Prefectural Government set out to address these issues by creating a
cooperative and complementary framework called the ‘Suruga Bay Port
Concept’ for the three major prefectural ports of Shimizu, Tagonoura
and Omaezaki. This initiative seeks to: (1) create a logistical hub that
contributes to further economic development of the prefecture; (2)
enhance the effectiveness of the ports through dividing the functional
responsibility among the three ports; and (3) to promote com-
plementary functions in case of natural disasters between the three
ports and also for the areas outside the prefecture.

In the Suruga Bay Port Concept, three concrete strategic plans were

formulated as follows. These plans and their relationship to one another
are illustrated in Fig. 6.

First, the Suruga Bay Port Action Plan (formulated in March 2011)
provides a general vision and directions for the concept. Next, the
Suruga Bay Port Logistical Promotion Strategy (March 2013) focuses on
the measures necessary to revitalize the ports and their hinterlands.
Finally, the Basic Plan for Suruga Bay Port Development (June 2014)
determines specific development policy for each of the three ports from
the three aspects of logistics/industry; disaster prevention/business
continuity planning; and tourism/environment.

5.2.1. Suruga Bay Port Action Plan
The Suruga Bay Port Action Plan stipulates the main policy for

functional division and complementary support for these three ports. It
discusses issues such as roles, challenges and suggested solutions. Fig. 7
shows a conceptual outline of the plan.

The details of the plan are stipulated in the following strategic plans.

5.2.2. Suruga Bay Port Logistical Promotion Strategy
Suruga Bay Port Logistical Promotion Strategy specifically covers the

elements of the logistics policy. This document (1) establishes strategic
functions of three logistical sectors, namely, container freight, bulk
freight and domestic roll-on/roll-off (RORO) freight; (2) promotes

Fig. 5. Freight breakdown for three major Shizuoka ports in 2013.
Source: Shizuoka Prefecture.

Fig. 6. Development of the Suruga Bay Port Concept.
Source: Shizuoka Prefecture.
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cooperation between private and public sectors; and (3) presents a five-
year (2013–2017) implementation schedule. The approach focuses on
measures to make freight more dynamic in the three logistical sectors. A
schematic of the concept is presented in Fig. 8.

Concrete action plans are listed as follows.

Import container freight
The strategy calls for a concerted effort to attract Chinese and
Southeast Asian containerized import trades. It includes promotion
of marketing on prospective importers, analyses of any mismatches
between the needs of the users and the services currently provided
at the ports, and formulation of a plan for logistical route realign-
ment to meet the needs. These works require the port manager to
take aggressive approaches to information gathering and seeking
collaboration with potential stakeholders of the ports.
Bulk freight
In order to minimize costs for bulk cargo the port manager tries to
improve port handling efficiency and promote cooperation between
the ports of Shimizu and Tagonoura. This is aimed at obtaining the

subsidies from the central government for the port cooperation by
combining the transports of bulk imports to the two ports by two
different shippers. This is meant to enhance the economy of scale.
RORO services
As is observed elsewhere in major countries, the modal shift from
road transport to rail or maritime transport still has a long way.
With the view to the geographical advantage of Shizuoka Prefecture
in its location to contain trunk route to connect the east and the west
of Japan, introduction of RORO shipping to the prefectural ports to
connect to the southern part of the country proves to be an efficient
solution to promote the modal shift.
Therefore, the port manager is to examine the feasibility of RORO
transport with possible RORO operators and its users on the costs,
physical requirements to the port facility and potential demand for
the services.
Industry siting
Broad linkages across the organizations within the prefectural gov-
ernment will be forged to facilitate sharing of information about the
industry siting in the prefecture. The prefectural and the city

Fig. 7. Conceptual outline of the Suruga Bay Port Concept.
Source: Shizuoka Prefecture.

Fig. 8. Measures to be taken under the Suruga Bay Port Logistical Promotion Strategy.
Source: Shizuoka Prefecture.
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governments extend support to potential companies in siting their
production facilities or distribution centers near the ports. This will
reinforce the logistical competency of the prefecture and eventually
enhance the effectiveness of the ports.
Port promotion
The above initiative is combined with the effort to disseminate in-
formation about the ports as a strategic publicity. The port manager
will promote communication with the existing and potential port
users by utilizing new media such as social networking services,
videos and animations.

These actions all necessitate close links between the port manager
and the private sectors. Without this strategic initiative, the port
manager's function would be limited to the construction and main-
tenance of the ports in Japan.

5.2.3. Basic Plan for Suruga Bay Port Development
On the basis of the Action Plan, Basic Plan for Suruga Bay Port

Development was drawn up to drive forward the fundamental policy on
the side of ‘hardware’ concerning construction and maintenance. This
plan tries to ensure provision of necessary facility in the aspects of
stimulating manufacturing industries, casualty prevention and quick
recovery, and the encouragement of tourism.

The new concept of ‘Smart Port Suruga Bay’ initiative was developed
to combine these three roles. Here, the word ‘Smart’ is used to convey
nuances of high intelligence and multi-functionality. Thus, the ‘Smart Port’
refers to the manner in which the three ports will be brought together to
create one large port cluster that offers a high degree of functionality
and flexibility to unite the geographically broad coastal areas, and to
link the coast to inland areas.

The plan aims at realizing the Smart Port Suruga Bay over the next
30 years. Fig. 9 shows major development steps under the plan.

5.2.4. Comprehensive Spatial Planning
Lastly, the Suruga Bay Port Concept calls for the configuration of a

holistic network that links the three ports, Shizuoka Airport, highways,
railways, inland depots and the industrial sites. Fig. 10 presents a
schematic of this system.

The Suruga Bay Port Concept clearly distinguishes the role of each
port under the three categories. In the industrial aspect, Shimizu Port
serves as the international gateway for the whole of Shizuoka
Prefecture; Tagonoura Port functions as a bulk freight hub supporting
industry in the eastern part of the prefecture; and Omaezaki Port is a
logistical hub supporting manufacturing in the western part. In the

aspect of tourism, Shimizu Port will serve as a hub for domestic and
international tourism, because of its proximity to the new “World
Heritage sites Mount Fuji and Miho-no-Matsubara Pine Grove”.
Similarly, Tagonoura Port and Omaezaki Port are expected to leverage
their ample fishery products and bayside spaces to attract people from
outside the prefecture. In the aspect of disaster prevention and quick
recovery, the three ports will work together to ensure sustainable lo-
gistics and facilitate the transport of emergency relief supplies, to back
up each other and neighboring prefectures.

6. Generalization of the approach

Shizuoka Prefecture is surrounded by the mountains and the sea,
with most economic activities taking place along a narrow coastal plain.
This is more or less common throughout Japan. Likewise, the prefecture
runs northeast-southwest, and a large part of it is mountainous.
Economic activity has been based on a solid foundation of small to large
companies that import raw materials and manufacture high added-
value products.

In Section 5, we discussed the details of the Suruga Bay Port Con-
cept for Shizuoka Prefecture. Here we discuss whether this compre-
hensive approach can be applied to port management in general.

The Suruga Bay Port Concept entails a cooperative sharing of the
roles by the relevant ports to match the characteristics of their re-
spective service areas. This approach also allows the flexible adjustment
of port policies to suit the changes in the natural and social environ-
ment of the region. It also contributes to the decentralization of
economy, which has been too much concentrated in Tokyo. If the three
major ports in the Suruga Bay were all under separate management,
changes in the circumstance (e.g., an economic slowdown) would push
the manager of each port to compete for the freight to and from the
common hinterlands. This would lead to duplication of investments and
unnecessary competitions for cargo throughput.

To use small and medium-sized ports more efficiently, it is im-
portant to identify the main function of each port, to provide a link in
the supply chain and to establish a system of port operation that en-
courages cooperation among the adjacent ports. It will flexibly ac-
commodate the logistical needs of the area that the ports serve.

The development of such cooperation will be contingent on the
further relaxation of logistical regulations and the elimination of ego-
centricity in port strategy makings in each country and region (see de
Langen and Nijdam (2009, chap. 12)).

Close cooperation among ports also facilitates prompt and adequate
responses to disasters. Ready access to alternative facilities allows

Fig. 9. Measures to be taken under the Basic Plan for Suruga Bay Port Development.
Source: Shizuoka Prefecture.
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businesses to remain in operation and, by extension, alleviates drops in
economic activity caused by disasters. This is particularly important for
the communities along the Pacific coast, which are exposed to the
threat of an imminent Nankai Trough Earthquake and the possible
massive damages it may cause. As demonstrated by the Great East
Japan Earthquake of 2011, it is vital that economic activity is main-
tained and is quickly restored in case of contingency.

These two aspects lead us to conclude that management of multiple
adjacent ports, entailing a system of cooperation among the ports,
presents a rational approach to improving the efficiency of maritime
logistics.

A port is a logistical node that functions as infrastructure for in-
dustries, similar to roads, bridges, railways and airports. Therefore, port
policies should not treat ports as stand-alone entities to compete with
each other. This contradicts the argument that has advocated increased
independence of port management and enhanced competition among
ports.

The governance of the ports of Shizuoka contributes to the funda-
mental debate over whether port management should be aiming at
autonomy for higher competence or integration for more economical
public services. We conclude that emphasis should be placed on how a
port can contribute to the regional economy, and how it can function as
part of a holistic spatial plan for the region. Cooperative attitude drives
coordination and integration.

7. Concluding remarks

Ports policy is facing a major turning point, where a question is
asked as to how ports should be governed in the two opposing vectors
of competition and cooperation. In this paper, we suggested that past
discussions might have fallen too deep into the paradigm of port
competition. In order to marshal the arguments, we first worked out the
typology of port cooperation, and found that various styles of

cooperation take place between ports, service providers. It was also
found that a port manager is expected to take initiatives to ensure ef-
fectiveness of the port by promoting coordination with other infra-
structure managers and government organizations. Port management
was also found to be seeking integration in terms of a common strategy
and the sharing of logistical roles among the ports. Hurdles for realizing
those were discussed as well.

In order to test the arguments, the port policy of Shizuoka
Prefecture of Japan was taken as an example of multi-port manage-
ment. We identified two key points that can be considered in other
regions.

First, to manage port facilities efficiently and effectively with lim-
ited funding, a system should be devised under which nearby ports are
managed in a cooperative manner that emphasizes the ports to fulfil
complementary roles. Despite some political resistance to integrating
multiple ports under a single administrator, Shizuoka shows that this is
an effective approach for managing multiple adjacent ports. The en-
hanced cooperation among ports allows more effective use of existing
port facilities and public and private funding for targeted investment in
new assets.

In many countries and regions, port management responsibilities
are currently split among small, localized entities. The trend in priva-
tizing port management can fuel unnecessary competition due to
compartmentalization of business strategy. The concept of Smart Port
Suruga Bay is unique as being the direct opposite of privatization.
Furthermore, the policy of the Shizuoka prefectural government is now
appreciated by the holistic direction of the central government plan to
promote integrated operation of multiple ports.

The second point we raised is the importance of addressing ports as
logistic nodes. The focus of regional policy should be cast on how the
port can contribute to the development of economy over a broad area.
For Shizuoka, compartmentalization of the governance of various
pieces of infrastructure, such as ports, airports, roads and railways and

Fig. 10. The image of broad-based spatial plan for Shizuoka Prefecture.
Source: Shizuoka Prefecture.
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the promotion of industry siting was initially detected, and strategic
meetings determined that it could be tackled by integrated spatial
planning that covers areas across the borders of cities and prefectures.

There are a number of obstacles to achieving these goals. The most
notable is the lack of cooperation among administrative organizations.
To overcome this problem, Shizuoka Prefecture has established a strong
task force to integrate coordinated planning of the region involving all
the divisions concerned and the private sector. The strategy is still in
the course of implementation. It will be necessary to keep watching and
evaluating the result of Shizuoka Prefecture's “Suruga Bay Port”
strategy to uncover further implication to the future development of
port management paradigm.

This paper has presented another important aspect of port man-
agement away from the port competition paradigm; i.e. port coopera-
tion, for a more effective regional spatial planning. The authors trust
that the detailed description of the case of Japan in this paper con-
tributes to stimulating general discussions about the viability of port
cooperation paradigm.
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